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Which technologies and partners can best support our pursuit of the right 
opportunities? 

Target Audience 

Technical/commercial 

leadership engaged in 

identifying and pursuing 

attractive growth 

opportunities 

Audience Need 

Juggling data, analysis, and 

opinions to formulate clear 

answers that support 

business planning and 

market entry/expansion 

endeavors 

Lux Engagement 

Detailed investigation of 

markets, technologies, and 

partnership candidates to 

crystallize attractive 

opportunities for your 

organization and the best 

means to address them 

Delivered Value 

Isolate the right questions, 

develop defensible answers, 

and chart next steps to 

build confidence in 

accomplishing your 

technology-reliant growth 

objectives in target 

market(s) 
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Technology Assessment 

Best-positioned technology-

reliant solutions seeking to 

address unmet needs 

Market Assessment 

Persistent/prevalent unmet 

needs seeking technology-reliant 

solutions 

Underlying 
forces 

Magnitude 
and 

growth 

Prospects 
and risks 

Incumbent 
approaches 

Emerging 
solutions 

Market 
readiness 

|

Partner Search and Selection 

Key 
innovators 

Best-fit 
partners 

Willingness 
to partner 

Most attractive partners for 

exploring solutions to address 

unmet needs 
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Components Market Assessment 
Technology 
Assessment 

Partner Search and 
Selection 

Comprehending trends and drivers 
 

Impact of regulatory, competitive, and technology drivers ✓ 

Quantifying market opportunity 
 

Market size and growth estimation ✓ 

Understanding value chain 
 

Example buyers, sellers, and influencers ✓ 

Identifying relevant technologies 
 

Key incumbent and emerging technologies ✓ ✓ 

Assessing technologies  
 

Comparison of technologies across assessment criteria ✓ 

Identifying relevant technology developers 
 

Evolving list of key universities, companies, and consortia to watch ✓ ✓ 

Assessing technology developers  
 

Ranked list of companies across assessment criteria — fit for client ✓ 

 | 
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Challenge 

A global leader in the chemical and materials manufacturing industry sought Lux 

Research's help performing a deep investigation of business models and differentiating 

technologies that could inform the company's product planning and future packaging 

solution. 

Solution 

Lux developed a long list of cold chain packaging solutions for temperature-sensitive 

items and other high-value perishables, the business models employed, and the key 

pieces of differentiating technology that enable the business models and support each 

solution's value proposition. Lux identified emerging technologies that are driven by 

regulations, industry needs, and technology trends in digitization and materials science 

and that will impact the cold chain packaging industry. 

Value 

Lux provided the client with a refined understanding of the state of the market in cold 

chain packaging, including key players, emerging business models, leading commercially 

available technology, and high-impact emerging technologies, which will shape the 

future of cold chain packaging solutions. The client is using the deliverables to inform its 

product roadmap and evaluate whether to extend existing product offerings and 

capabilities. 
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Identifying emerging cold chain packaging technologies for a leading 
chemicals and materials company 
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Challenge 

The client, a leader in the hydrocarbon value chain, wanted to determine 

which technologies allow for detecting the early signs of corrosion in 

pipelines to mitigate the associated costs.  

 

Solution 

Lux developed a taxonomy of technologies suitable for detecting early signs 

of corrosion from publicly available data sources and provided a searchable, 

evergreen database consisting of 78 technologies and prioritized 34 

technologies for further analysis. Lux identified nine technologies as 

opportunities for the client to pursue partnerships or for further detailed 

review. 

 

Value 

The client was able to use Lux's database as a tool to prioritize the 

technologies for further review of the continuous monitoring of pipelines. 
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Opportunity analysis on continuous sensing in oil and gas pipelines 
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How to get started 

|

Duration 
• 6–10 weeks of data collation, analysis, and cogitation to address elements of desired 

assessment 

Data Sources 

• Lux analysts' coverage of technologies, applications, markets, and participants 

• Insights from Lux's ongoing interviews with technology developers and review of 

public/private data lakes 

• Targeted interviews with industry practitioners relevant to the assessment 

Deliverables 

• PowerPoint executive summary – comprising slides embedding charts, graphs, and Lux 

Takes on identified opportunities, technologies, and partnership candidates — plus an Excel 

data container of applications/technologies/companies as relevant 

• Biweekly 60-minute call – to review progress and discuss findings 


